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THE ULTIMATE JANET JACKSON MUSIC VIDEO EXPERIENCE,
DESIGN OF A DECADE 1986/1996, NOW ON DVD

The greatest collection of videos from one of the greatest
female pop performers of all time, Janet Jackson’s Design Of A
Decade 1986/1996 (A&M/UME), released December 4, 2001, is now
available on DVD for the first time in the U.S.
Certified gold when it was originally released in 1995 on
VHS, Design Of A Decade 1986/1996 features 16 music videos,
including those for six of Janet’s #1 hits: “When I Think of
You,” “Miss You Much,” “Escapade,” “Black Cat,” “Love Will Never
Do (Without You)” and “That’s The Way Love Goes.”

The

conceptual masterpiece “Rhythm Nation” also joins the videos of
seven other Top 5 charters: “What Have You Done For Me Lately,”
“Nasty,” “Control,” “Let’s Wait Awhile,” “Come Back To Me,”
“Runaway” (plus a short “making of” documentary) and “Alright.”
Also appearing are the videos for “The Pleasure Principle” and
“Whoops Now.”
The video companion to the double platinum greatest hits
album of the same name, Design Of A Decade 1986/1996 has been
digitally remastered--audio and video.

Taking advantage of DVD

technology, each video is either instantly accessible or each
video may be looped together for the ultimate party music
environment.

Beautifully designed full motion menu screens also

help capture Janet’s style and sensuality.
The quintuple platinum #1 Control (1986) spawned the golds
“When I Think Of You,” “What Have You Done For Me Lately” and
“Control” plus “The Pleasure Principle,” “Nasty” and “Let’s Wait
Awhile.”

Three years later, she followed with the six times

platinum #1 Rhythm Nation 1814, with the platinum “Miss You
Much” and golds “Escapade,” “Black Cat,” “Love Will Never Do
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(Without You),” “Alright” and “Rhythm Nation,” as well as “Come
Back To Me.”

From 1993’s six times platinum #1 Janet is the

platinum “That’s The Way Love Goes.”

The greatest hits

collection Design Of A Decade spin off the gold “Runaway.”
“Whoops Now” hails from the 1995 CD single “What’ll I Do.”
Jackson’s unique and always creative ways of visually
expressing her state-of-the-art pop/dance numbers have been a
hallmark of her career.

On homevideo, 1990’s The Rhythm Nation

Compilation (which recently marked her DVD debut) and 1989’s
concert Rhythm Nation 1814 are double platinum, Control – The
Videos (1986) is platinum, and Control – The Videos Part II
(1987), Janet (1994) and Design Of A Decade 1986-1996 are gold.
With a new multiplatinum #1 album and amidst another
spectacular tour, Janet Jackson continues to be one of pop
music’s most popular, influential and successful artists--both
musically and on video.
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